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Abstract – The crayfish is an interesting element of cultural history in many regions where this animal plays an im-
portant role through its exploitation by humans. The present study provides comprehensive insight into the relationship
between humans and crayfish within the Central European regions of Bohemia and Moravia, collectively recognized as
the Czech cultural space. The study combines data obtained from Czech and Latin historical literature; archival juristic
documents and codes of law; old cooking and fishing journals, books, and textbooks; digitized materials available on
the internet; and specialized and scientific publications. Human exploitation of crayfish within the evaluated region has
been continuous from prehistory to the present and is thus the oldest in all of Europe. Important moments are displayed
on timeline.
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Résumé – L’écrevisse dans l’espace culturel tchèque : la relation la plus longue documentée entre les humains
et les écrevisses en Europe. L’écrevisse est un élément intéressant de l’histoire culturelle dans de nombreuses régions
où cet animal joue un rôle important grâce à son exploitation par les humains. La présente étude offre un aperçu com-
plet de la relation entre les humains et les écrevisses dans les régions d’Europe centrale de Bohême et de Moravie,
collectivement reconnues comme l’espace culturel tchèque. L’étude combine des données obtenues à partir de la litté-
rature tchèque et historique latine ; de documents d’archives juridiques et de codes de la loi ; de vieux journaux, livres
et manuels de cuisine et de pêche ; de documents numérisés disponibles sur l’Internet ; et de publications spécialisées
et scientifiques. L’exploitation humaine des écrevisses dans la région étudiée a été continue depuis la préhistoire jus-
qu’à aujourd’hui et est ainsi la plus ancienne de toute l’Europe. Les moments importants sont affichés sur un tableau
chronologique.

Mots-clés : Invertébrés d’eau douce / exploitation / histoire / aquaculture / République Tchèque

1 Introduction

Crayfish species are commonly exploited and often impor-
tant cultural elements in all places where they occur and so
understanding the relationships between human societies and
crayfish would be relevant to better know the both societies
and crayfish.

The cultural history of crayfish is interesting both from
historical-anthropological and ecological views. Interestingly,
the multidisciplinary approach using historical data may help
to clarify management problems and conflicts in conserva-
tion biology (Clavero et al., 2015). Traditional relationship
between humans and crayfish in Europe have been scarcely
analyzed based on fragmented historical realia in just two pre-
vious studies (Swahn, 2004; Koutrakis et al., 2009). Although
the crayfish is a known and popular animal in many regions,
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detailed information on ancient and even modern crayfish ex-
ploitation put into context is usually not very accessible to bi-
ologists and thus is mostly overlooked. To better understand
the relationship between human society and crayfish, we have
compiled zoogeographical, linguistic, archaeological, and his-
torical evidence from prehistory to the present from Moravia
and Bohemia within the Czech cultural space.

2 Study area

The evaluated inland region in Central Europe com-
prises two historically well-defined territories: Bohemia in
the west and Moravia in the east. The limits of the region
are broadly defined by a series of mountain systems, such
as the Bohemian Forest, Ore Mountains, Sudetes, and West-
ern Carpathians. The region has an Atlantic-continental type
of moderate climate and is situated on the borders of three
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European watersheds: the North Sea (Elbe River), Baltic Sea
(Oder River), and Black Sea (Danube River) (Dvorak et al.,
1997). The territory has been part of various historical political
entities: the Duchy of Bohemia, the Kingdom of Bohemia,
the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, Czechoslovakia, the Protec-
torate of Bohemia and Moravia, Czechoslovakia again, and
from 1993 to the present the Czech Republic (Pánek and Tuma,
2009).

Two species of crayfish are indigenous to the stud-
ied territory: (i) Astacus astacus (L.) in both Bohemia and
Moravia; and (ii) Austropotamobius torrentium (Schrank) in
Bohemia (Elbe River basin). Three species of crayfish are non-
indigenous: (i) Astacus leptodactylus Eschscholtz imported in
1890s from the eastern part of Europe (Eastern Galicia) in
order to replenish the declined native populations of A. as-
tacus; (ii) North American Orconectes limosus (Rafinesque)
which was first recorded in Europe in 1890 and subsequently
has spread over the evaluated territory in about 1960; and
(iii) North American Pacifastacus leniusculus (Dana) im-
ported to the evaluated territory from Sweden in the 1980s
(Kozák and Policar, 2003; Petrusek et al., 2006; Kouba et al.,
2014).

3 Results

Information about crayfish was obtained from Czech and
Latin historical literature deposited in libraries and archives;
archival juristic documents and codes of law; old cooking
and fishing journals, books, and textbooks; digitized materials
available on the website of the Institute of the Czech Language
of the Czech Academy of Sciences (in the Vokabulář webový
(Web Dictionary section); card files of the Lexicon latinitatis
medii aevi Bohemorum (Dictionary of Medieval Latin in the
Czech Lands) available at the Centre for Classical Studies at
the Institute of Philosophy of the Czech Academy of Sciences;
as well as specialized and scientific publications.

3.1 Prehistoric use of crayfish: archaeological
evidence

The earliest archaeological evidence of human crayfish
consumption anywhere in the world was reported in the evalu-
ated region and dated to the Neolithic, 4774–4500 BCE. That
species was identified as A. astacus based on characteristics
of excavated dactyl fragments (Patoka et al., 2014a). This fact
is in accordance with the recent distribution of this species,
which is indigenous to this area (e.g. Holdich et al., 2009;
Kouba et al., 2014). Although we cannot definitely state
whether crayfish consumption was common across the entire
region, at least some inhabitants consumed them.

3.2 The Middle Ages: manuscript evidence

After the aforementioned archaeological finding, there is
a long period with no reports of crayfish in Bohemia and
Moravia. It is probably due to the absence of written sources
since literary activity in the area did not begin until the second
half of the 9th century. Nevertheless, there is no evidence sup-
porting the assumption that crayfish were seen by inhabitants

of Bohemia and Moravia in these times as cadaver scavengers
and thus as inedible animals (as observed by Swahn, 2004, for
ancient Greece and other cultures). Probably biblical food pro-
hibitions (Leviticus 11: 42) had a more decisive role on public
perceptions concerning crayfish consumption, added to the bad
‘fame’ as a scavenger.

We found crayfish mentioned in Bohemian sources writ-
ten in both Latin and Old Czech in the Middle Ages. The
first written record about crayfish here dates back to the 12th
century, wherein the so-called Canon of Vyšehrad reports in
his Latin chronicle on the interruption of the Sázava River’s
flow, followed by a watermill standing still in the dry river.
The abbot and his monks from the adjacent monastery under-
stood the river’s interruption to be a miracle from God and they
collected large fish and crayfish from the dry riverbed (Cosm-
Cont I, p. 234: “magnos pisces et cancros in sicco fundo col-
legerunt”). Unfortunately, the Canon does not mention what
was done with the collected animals. One nevertheless can
draw conclusions about the possible ways crayfish were used
from information in following written Bohemian sources.

Crayfish are mentioned in works written by the group of
scholars forming the so-called Claretus circle in the 1360s.
These works were lexicographical and encyclopedic texts in-
tended as learning aids and compiled in verse. They were writ-
ten primarily for the purpose of providing students with Czech
terminology for subjects that were taught at university in Latin.
Crayfish are mentioned here in three different contexts.

First, in two of Claretus’ works regarded as the oldest of
this collection, we find crayfish in its astrological meaning –
as the name of the Zodiac sign for the month from mid-June to
mid-July. In the Vocabularius, it is recorded in Latin as cancer
and in Czech as “rakonow” (ClarVoc, line 296). This sign had
also been known as rak or rakař in Czech since the mid-15th
century (Hvezd, fol. 22v; SlovKlem, fol. 35r; TrojK, fol. 97r).
The sign’s detailed characteristics are described in Claretus’
text Astronomicus, a work about astronomy and astrological
prognostication, in a part dedicated to stars and the charac-
teristics of children born under a particular sign (ClarAstr,
lines 392−407). Crayfish also have been described in such
Czech works as the dream book of Vavřinec (Laurentius) of
Březová from the first half of the 15th century, which is itself
based on an Arabic source (VavAstrol, p. 15–16). Here, cray-
fish is described as a cold, wet, and watery northern sign and
people born under this sign are water-blooded (phlegmatic).

Second, we find crayfish mentioned in a medical con-
text. The 14th century Latin text Medicaminarius describes the
preparation of a medicine made of crayfish gastroliths (in Latin
concha; ClarMed, lines 206–208: “pulvis cum melle coquatur
de margaritis vel concha[s], que generatur in cancri capite”).
These crayfish “stones” also penetrated medieval Latin-Czech
dictionaries, as we find their definition in the Claretus’ Glos-
sary in Czech as “rakacz” (ClarGl, line 128 in the chapter on
stones).

Medicine made use not only of gastroliths, but also of
whole crayfish. Whether in compounds with a powder made
from burnt crayfish (as in the anonymous Ms. NK I G 23, from
1415–1416, fol. 120r: “cum... pulveribus cancrorum fluvial-
ium adustorum”) or as boiled crayfish, which was a recom-
mended part of the diet (for those suffering dropsy, see Ms.
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CapPr 1518, from 1434–1435). The 15th century brings the
first mention in Czech of crayfish used for medicinal purposes
(LekFr, fol. 66v). An unknown Franciscan emphasized the ef-
fectiveness of crayfish as medicine for gout, limb fractures,
abortion, and cancer (LekFr, fol. 66v, 111–112r). Inasmuch as
this medical book is surprisingly written in Old Czech instead
of Latin, we can assume that the text was not meant only for
well-educated physicians.

Returning to Claretus, the third context in which crayfish
are mentioned is zoological. In Claretus’ Glossary from 1365
and following it in some other dictionaries from the 14th and
15th centuries the term rak is presented in the chapter dedi-
cated to fish (or better said to aquatic animals) as a translation
of the Latin word cancer (ClarGl, line 379).

It therefore seems that the Latin word cancer was under-
stood in Bohemian sources as a reference to crayfish. This was
not commonplace in Europe, since generally the Latin word
cancer was used to denote different sorts of water animals,
both from the sea and freshwater. In ancient times, particularly
the freshwater crab (Greek karkinos, Latin cancer) was a crea-
ture frequently mentioned in folklore (Thompson, 1947).

Knowledge about crayfish was available to medieval stu-
dents at universities through the Latin translation of Aristotle.
Lexicographers, on the other hand, drew upon medieval ency-
clopedias. In Bohemia and Moravia during the Middle Ages
an important available foreign source was Thomas Cantim-
pratensis’ encyclopedia De natura rerum. This 13th century
encyclopedia has one passage dedicated to a group of animals
designated as cancer. In addition to crayfish, this group also
included crab, lobster, some crustaceans called miles (i.e. “sol-
dier”, in which, as Thomas wrote, no traces of meat or any
other food are found, because it does not eat anything), and one
crustacean, which was believed able to drag people underwater
(ThomCant VII, 19). Cancer was a general designation for an
animal with eight legs and claws. They moved backwards, but
only when escaping, as otherwise they normally walk forward.
When they got older, their heads contained two white stones
with a touch of red. These stones were said to have the power
of healing. Cancer animals eat oysters (in order for the oyster
not to clap the cancer with its shell, the cancer did not re-
move the meat until it had propped open the shell with a small
stone). When boiled, they became red. They hid in winter and
in spring they changed their skin just as snakes do. Their lifes-
pan was long. According to Thomas Cantimpratensis, if you
fed them with milk they could survive many days out of water.

The aforementioned confusion between crab and crayfish
is also evident in astrology. Within European regions in the
Middle Ages, the crayfish replaced the crab as the symbol rep-
resenting the sign “Cancer” (Swahn, 2004). This author also
made a connection between crayfish’s rising popularity as a
Zodiac symbol and its use as a food source. This use as food
is documented in Czech sources from the 15th and 16th cen-
turies, as will be noted later. In contrast, in the previously men-
tioned medical book written by an unknown Franciscan from
the 15th century, the sign “Cancer” is symbolized by a cray-
fish, because the Sun returns in July just as a crayfish walks
backwards (LekFr, fol. 148r). This confirms the assumption
that the Latin word cancer was understood as representing ei-
ther a crab or a crayfish, depending upon which animal was

more frequent in the region in question – thus in Bohemia and
Moravia as a crayfish.

As shown, the use of the Czech word rak to designate an
animal is well documented since the 14th century. In a collec-
tion of proverbs dated from the late 14th century, crayfish were
presented in two notes: a) “A kde rak, ješto vody nenie?” (And
where is a crayfish when there is no water?), and b) “Nevždy
rak na mlýně, někdy račice” (It’s not always a male crayfish
in the watermill, sometimes it’s a female) (PrislFl, fol. 45r).
Dictionaries also documented new terms for young crayfish:
raczie in Old Czech and cancrio in Latin (ClarGl, line 398;
and others, see SSL I, 512). For the sake of completeness, let
us mention that the word rak together with the Latin cancer
was used also for the disease cancer, in addition to such other
terms as “rakovina”, “podjed” (LekFr, fol. 111r), and “živý
vlas” (CodVodn, fol. 118r).

The second half of the 14th century saw the first use of the
Old Czech term for crayfish, rak, in the name of settlements in
Bohemia and Moravia: the Moravian village “Rakodavy” from
1358 and the Bohemian village “Racowe” from 1368. These
villages still exist today, but the name “Racowe” has trans-
formed into “Raková”. Many town and village names were re-
lated to crayfish in subsequent years, although their etymology
is not always clear. Although the crayfish was not accepted as
a regular heraldic figure, the great Hussite leader Jan Žižka
from Trocnov (1360–1424) had on his coat of arms one red
crayfish on a white shield (Sedláček, 2003). Krupauer (1968)
noted crayfish or crayfish claws on the coats of arms of more
than 10 minor Czech noble houses.

Crayfish is also documented in Latin sources as a house
sign (in the Middle Ages there were no house numbers and
people used to recognize houses according to the signs dis-
played above doors). In 15th-century Prague, there are records
of the house “at the crayfish” (“Augustinum ab cancro”), the
house “at the silver crayfish” (“Augustinum ab argenteo can-
cro”), the house “at the white crayfish” (“Augustino ab albo
cancro”), the house “at the blue crayfish” (“domum... sitam
exopposito cancri flavei”), and the house “at the red crayfish”
(“domus cancri rubei”). These house names were later trans-
ferred to the people living there, and we therefore find the
Latin word cancer and the Czech word rak in personal me-
dieval names in sources from the 15th century (SSL I, 512).

All these facts testify to this animal’s popularity in me-
dieval Bohemia and Moravia. Furthermore, crayfish were
probably commonly consumed by nobility, as Latin bills from
the end of the 14th century for the kitchen belonging to a
Czech lord show (Zíbrt, 2012).

3.3 Modern Age

The popularity of crayfish in human medicine continued
into the Modern Age. In Bohemia and Moravia, three medical
books (LekJB; LekJD; LekChir) were written in the early 16th
century, but the authors are anonymous. These books contain
26 prescriptions for the use of crayfish against a wide spec-
trum of diseases and traumas (cancer, deafness, edema, urinary
stones, gout, abscesses, rotting teeth, limb fractures, blood
clotting, and exhaustion after illness) and also for arrow and
bullet extractions. The aforementioned crayfish gastroliths,
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known as crayfish stones or lapides cancrorum, were applied
under the eyelid to eliminate contaminants by initiating the
flow of tears, and bags of crayfish stones were imported into
Bohemia and Moravia from Russia (Krupauer, 1968). On the
other hand, there was a widely accepted myth that a fly which
sat on a dead crayfish might transmit cancer (the disease)
(Krupauer, 1968).

The oldest known handwritten cookbook in Old Czech
dating from the early 16th century (Paříková and Ciprová,
1995) compiled many recipes, from which three are focused on
food prepared from crayfish: crayfish stew, spicy crayfish, and
spicy crayfish with a raisin roux (KuchA, p. 72, 79, 96). The
first printed cookbook in Old Czech was edited in 1542 and
contains two recipes with crayfish: spicy crayfish and cray-
fish pudding (KuchB, fols. 69r-v). In 1591, alchemist Bavor
Rodovský from Hustiřany within his residence at Budyně nad
Ohří Castle wrote a cookbook including among other things
one recipe for spicy crayfish (KuchRod, p. 265). Although
these recipes are written in the language which use was gen-
eralized in the population and among social classes, there is
no other evidence of crayfish consumption by poor inhabitants
and recipes were most probably intended for the nobility. From
this period, we have many records of crayfish consumption
by aristocrats. In 1580, for example, 3600 crayfish were con-
sumed at the wedding banquet of bon vivant and gourmet Petr
Wok from Rosenberg (Pánek, 1989). In 1587, another mem-
ber of this noble house, Wilhelm von Rosenberg, got married
for the fourth time. Among the 100 guests was even Holy
Roman Emperor Rudolph II. The pomp of the wedding ban-
quet in the Rosenberg Palace was reminiscent of a royal wed-
ding and the menu consisted of many foods including approx-
imately 312 000 boiled crayfish (Evans, 1973). Aside from the
aforementioned celebrations, crayfish were eaten almost ex-
clusively during Lent along with fish, waterfowl, turtles, frogs,
and beavers (Beranová, 2005).

In the 16th century, vast majority of both lentic and lotic
waters had been owned by nobility and monasteries. The first
collections of capital punishments, known as “Smolné knihy”
(black books or Acta negra maleficorum), were mandatorily
written in this period of time. Although crayfish were prob-
ably not eaten by poor inhabitants, the black books included
crayfish poaching among the crime leading to death penalties.
Arrested poachers had to pay a fine of 600 Prague groschens
(Grossi Pragenses), approximately the price of 600 loaves of
bread. If the price of the captured crayfish was higher or the
poacher was insolvent, he was immediately executed (Krist-
Prav, p. 308, 578). In 1573, Kašpar Šwancz from Lhota, who
had poached trouts and crayfish and sold them to the pastor
Melichar in Chvaleč, was convicted and hanged for this rea-
son in the town of Stárkov (northeastern Bohemia); no penalty
for the pastor was recorded (Stark, pp. 3−5). In 1577, also
in this town, two crayfish poachers named Jan from Libňa-
tov and his servant Vondra Černý from Úpice were interro-
gated by a court. After torture, they confessed to having cap-
tured crayfish several nights in sacks baited with roasted frog
meat; the crayfish were subsequently supplied to aldermen of
Hradec Králové and one threescore of crayfish was sold for
three groschens. Both poachers were sentenced to execution
by hanging (Stark, p. 5–7). From these records, it follows that

crayfish were mainly supplied to the kitchens of clergymen and
rich townsfolk.

Two cookbooks are known from Bohemia and Moravia
from the 17th century. Both of them are written in Old Czech
and it is emphasized that the recipes are designated for aristo-
cratic kitchens. The first book is dated from 1645 and contains
a recipe for chicken stuffed with crayfish meat. The dating of
the second one is unclear, and we can only state that this book
was written in the first half of the 17th century. It described in
detail four recipes with crayfish: crayfish cake, crayfish donuts,
crayfish with sauce, and fried crayfish (Paříková and Ciprová,
1995). Beranová (2005) mentioned one recipe from the 17th
century for crayfish meat served in oyster shells as false oys-
ters. Crayfish was mentioned more frequently in the 18th cen-
tury in such other cookbooks as Kniha kuchařská Kateřiny
Koniášové from 1712 (Zíbrt, 2012).

3.4 Contemporary Age

In 1826, crayfish were mentioned along with fish, snails,
mussels, turtles, and frogs as Lenten food in a very popu-
lar belletristic cookbook (Rettigová, 1826). Frič and Nekut
in 1868 published the first scientific work focused on crus-
taceans, including crayfish, in Bohemia and Moravia. The first
new species of crayfish, Astacus leptodactylus, was introduced
from Eastern Europe to Bohemia and later Moravia at the
end of the 19th century (ca 1890) in order to replenish de-
clining populations of indigenous A. astacus (Petrusek et al.,
2006). Although there is no evidence as to the quantity of
crayfish exploited in the 19th century, they were listed un-
der Section 1 of Law 62/1895 mor. z. z. (Moravian regional
code of law) as an animal attractive and allowed for aquacul-
ture farming (Soukup, 1955). Around 1860, an occurrence of
crayfish plague was first recorded in Europe (Söderhäll and
Cerenius, 1999). The source of the pathogen is not known but
it might have been introduced via ships’ ballast water with in-
fected North American crayfish (Holdich, 2003). The crayfish
plague induced a decline in indigenous crayfish populations
(e.g. Alderman, 1996; Petrusek et al., 2006; Kozubíková et al.,
2008) throughout continental Europe. This disease was first
recognized in Bohemia in 1879 and in Moravia in about 1902;
between 1898 and 1902, massive mortality of indigenous cray-
fish was recorded for this reason (Votrubec, 1931).

At the turn of the 19th century, crayfish farming was ev-
idently well known in the region, because Scribani (1894,
1902) and Otto (1904) described in detail pond astaciculture
(i.e. the sector of aquaculture focused especially on crayfish).
Otto (1904) emphasized, however, that this type of farming
was not profitable and could only be used to keep females
with eggs and breed juveniles, which he recommended be re-
leased at adulthood into brooks with unpolluted water (and
not necessarily in the vicinity of where the juvenile crayfish
had hatched). Therefore, this note provides the first known
evidence of potential crayfish translocation to new locations
in Moravia and Bohemia. In this year (1904), 468 crayfish-
ing grounds were registered across the two regions (238 in
Bohemia, 230 in Moravia) and 47 129 individuals of A. asta-
cus (20 877 in Bohemia, 26 252 in Moravia) were exported for
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consumption abroad (Mokrý, 1935; Krupauer, 1968). Astaci-
culture methods were improved in subsequent years and cray-
fish were exported fresh as well as canned (Votrubec, 1931).

Václav Josef Štěpán established the High School of Fish-
ery in Vodňany in 1920 and the curriculum consisted of spe-
cialized subjects that included crayfish breeding (e.g. Berka,
2006). Human crayfish consumption was emphasized in many
publications from this period (e.g. Posnerová, 1918; Votrubec,
1931). Daněk (1933) noted that crayfish, commonly captured
for consumption, faced decline in abundance in the wild due to
intensive harvesting, water pollution, and spread of infectious
diseases. The crayfish capture was prohibited from 1 Novem-
ber to 30 June in Bohemia (capture of females carrying eggs
was prohibited over the entire season) and from 15 October to
15 May for males in Moravia (capture of all crayfish females
was prohibited over the entire season) since 1883. The mini-
mum total body length (TL) for captured crayfish was 12 cm
in Bohemia and 10 cm in Moravia (Votrubec, 1931). Teplý
(1937) noted that captured crayfish were sorted by “vrh” (3 in-
dividuals) and “mandel” (15 individuals). Crayfish were ev-
idently produced in commercial breeding (most probably in
pond astaciculture) at that time, because stocks of young cray-
fish were advertised by fishery associations, with the price of
one young crayfish (20 hellers) approximately equivalent to
one-tenth the price of a loaf of bread (RybV, p. 184). Similarly
as in Poland, the price for crayfish 15 cm in TL was approxi-
mately five times higher than that for individuals 10 cm in TL
(Gajewski and Terlecki, 1956).

Although populations of indigenous crayfish species were
constantly declining, A. astacus was still listed as an ani-
mal that could be legally exploited by fisheries. This fact is
recorded in Section 2 of Law 62/1952. During this time, cap-
ture and trapping of crayfish were prohibited between the be-
ginning of October and the end of the April in both territories.
Capture of females with eggs was prohibited over the whole
season. The minimum TL of captured crayfish was 13 cm and
one hunter was not allowed to capture more than 30 crayfish.
Permitted crayfish capture methods involved various types of
nets, cages, and angling on fishing lines (Šimek, 1959). The bi-
ology, ecology, distribution, diseases, predators, and exploita-
tion of indigenous species of crayfish in Bohemia and Moravia
were summarized by Krupauer (1968). Crayfish were exported
abroad from the region by the Foreign Trade Agency (Prague,
Czechoslovakia), and particularly to France (Kozák, 2014, per-
sonal communication, November 12, 2014), until the end of
1970s (Krupauer, 1980).

In the 1960s, the North American crayfish O. limosus
most probably expanded into Bohemia spontaneously from
Germany and quickly inhabited the Elbe River basin (Petrusek
et al., 2006). This species was recently recorded also in Oder
River basin near Moravia (Ďuriš and Horká, 2007). In the
1980s, a third new crayfish species was introduced to the re-
gion. The North American crayfish P. leniusculus was im-
ported from Sweden for aquaculture purposes (Kozák and
Policar, 2003; Petrusek et al., 2006). Subsequently, a crayfish
plague transmitted by both these species rapidly decimated the
already weakened populations of indigenous crayfish and this
unfortunately remains a threat to this day (Kozubíková et al.,
2008).

In the second half of the 20th century and in early 21st
century, in association with the decline in indigenous cray-
fish abundance, the availability and subsequent popularity of
crayfish-meat consumption fell and crayfish began to be per-
ceived by most people as a very rare animal (e.g. Krupauer,
1980). Indigenous crayfish species are protected by laws in
many European countries, including the Czech Republic (e.g.
Peay, 2009; Patoka et al., 2014b). In the 21st century, new
species in the wild have been recognized in numerous Euro-
pean countries (Kouba et al., 2014). Monitoring of both in-
digenous and nonindigenous crayfish species began in 1986
(e.g. Patoka et al., 2014c), and certain Czech research institu-
tions have investigated crayfish biology, ecology, and ethology.
Kozák et al. (2013) recently published scientific insight into
crayfish biology and breeding in a Czech-language book. The
book was subsequently translated into English (Kozák et al.,
2015).

The popularity of crayfish consumption in the region is
once again on the rise. Imported frozen crayfish tails and live
crayfish are promoted in grocery shops. The vast majority of
crayfish imported for consumption purposes is of the North
American species Procambarus clarkii (Girard) and are pro-
duced on farms abroad, mainly in China. With the single ex-
ception of the small-scale farm Jotra s.r.o. (Nová Pec, south
Bohemia), there are presently no records of commercial cray-
fish production from aquaculture in the region.

Different situation exists in the pet trade with estimated an-
nual domestic production around 60−100 thousands ornamen-
tal crayfish (Patoka et al., 2015a). Pet trade in crayfish began in
the Czech Republic in 2003 (Patoka et al., 2015a). The keep-
ing of ornamental crayfish in aquaria has been accompanied by
certain pet-breeder handbooks written in Czech (Patoka, 2008,
2013). Complete lists of ornamental crayfish species traded in
the Czech Republic, their imported quantities and prices with
trend predictions have been published (Patoka et al., 2014b,
2015a) and some new species were scientifically described in
this regard (Patoka et al., 2015b,c). Risk assessment and po-
tential invasiveness of ornamental crayfish species were high-
lighted by Patoka et al. (2014b). At least two of most traded
ornamental crayfish in the country, P. clarkii and P. fallax f.
virginalis have the ability to withstand low winter temperatures
relevant for lentic habitats in the European temperate zone
(Veselý et al., 2015). Unfortunately, legislation needed to re-
duce this threat for native biota is generally nonexistent. With
about 30 advertised species, the Czech Republic is the second-
largest market for ornamental crayfish in Europe (Patoka et al.,
2014b; Faulkes, 2015). The international pet trade in these an-
imals should therefore not be overlooked in the future, and
its monitoring has been recommended (Patoka et al., 2014b,
2014d, 2015a).

3.5 Implication for the future

There exist positive or negative attitudes towards different
animals (Campbell and Lancaster, 2010; Schlegel and Rupf
2010), but, as a non-stereotypically charismatic animal, cray-
fish is generally seen by people within the Czech cultural space
in a positive light (e.g. Krupauer, 1968). As a current anecdotal
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Fig. 1. Timeline of documented human interest in crayfish in Bohemia and Moravia from Prehistory to the present; important moments are
highlighted. The gray shade indicates an estimation of popularity of crayfish.

example, the crayfish are famous from the very popular car-
toon Jak krtek ke kalhotkám přišel (How Little Mole Got His
Trousers) (Petiška and Miler, 1986), and people in the region
know this animal from their childhood. But due to the ’modern
way of life’ and human isolation from nature, these animals are
perceived by many people as a fabled creature of the past. As
the present study showed for a long historical period this was
not the case.

We may expect that the increasing popularity of keeping
freshwater crayfish as pets will continue in near future. It is
evident by growing numbers of their imports within the pet
trade (Patoka et al., 2015a). Many locations in Bohemia are
meanwhile being invaded by the non-native O limosus, a cray-
fish species with daytime activity. That situation will increase
the possibility of its encounter with the general public, which
might pique public curiosity about crayfish. Paradoxically, the
rising interest also heightens risk to native crayfish through the
possible translocation of both native and non-native crayfish or
the release of ornamental crayfish from the pet trade. The prob-
lem lies in society’s insufficient perceptions as to the impor-
tance of native crayfish conservation, and this has caused the
plight of native crayfish populations in Bohemia and Moravia.
This view is supported by findings reported in previous publi-
cations (e.g. Patoka et al., 2014d).

Activities directed to protecting endangered indigenous
crayfish species are undertaken mainly by conservationists,
while much smaller contributions come from fishermen and
wildlife managers. This is consistent with the findings of Van
Dooren (2014), who expressed concern that extinction is not a
popular topic today. The legal restrictions seem to be ineffec-
tive, because these have been in force since the second half of

the 20th century and the deteriorating situation has not much
changed (Kozák et al., 2013).

Native crayfish species have the potential to arouse in-
terest in conservation among the inhabitants of Bohemia and
Moravia. Raising such interest should be a key factor in the
effective care of endangered crayfish, because this greatly de-
pends on the general public’s awareness and attitudes (Fischer
et al., 2011). Moreover, the perception of crayfish as an iconic
animal may play an important role in conservation efforts.
Both historical records and present-day references to crayfish
show that it was and still is perceived in this way (e.g. coats of
arms, fairy tales, house signs, and so on).

Unfortunately, the general public does not clearly recog-
nize native versus non-native species of crayfish, and thus
much more needs to be done to highlight how correctly
to determine and differentiate crayfish species occurring in
Bohemia and Moravia (Štambergová et al., 2009). Within the
region, endangered crayfish have the potential to acquire new
value as an umbrella species for conservation, especially in
relation to associated species which are also endangered but
which do not have merit as iconic animals for humans. There-
fore, the promotion and improvement of awareness and ef-
fective care of endangered crayfish may also be positively re-
flected in conservation of their habitat as a whole.

4 Conclusion
Crayfish have been exploited for many purposes from pre-

history to the present on the territory of Bohemia and Moravia
(Figure 1). Crayfish were primordially captured for consump-
tion already in the Neolithic times, but there is a long period
from antiquity to the Middle Ages during which there is no ev-
idence of a relationship between humans and crayfish. Many
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written notes from the Middle Ages documented successively
increasing interest in crayfish for consumption as well as for
medicinal purposes. Crayfish were eaten mainly by the nobil-
ity, and in the beginning of the 19th century they became pop-
ular among the general public. With the decline in indigenous
species abundance, crayfish consumption ceased in the sec-
ond half of the 20th century. In recent years, however, import
of ornamental crayfish for keeping in aquaria has begun and
imported crayfish meat has become a popular delicacy. The
long history of the relationship between crayfish and humans
in Bohemia and Moravia thus continues. This paper presents

deep insight into the importance of crayfish for people within
the Czech cultural space, and thus it provides stakeholders de-
tailed information from a perspective useful for conservation
management and propagation of endangered crayfish species.
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